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A Strip of Pain 
by Ella Baxter 

There is a sciatic nerve that runs down one leg and it vibrates like a ringing phone in 

my pocket. A cyclist at a party told me it’s because a muscle is trapping it too tightly 

to my bones. I try to make my body release all the tension by using my fist to pound 

on it like a door. My body holds on. The cyclist at the party said to massage it by 

sitting on a spiky ball so I bought one, but lost it quickly to the dust under the bed. I 

go to a doctor, a physiotherapist, a chiropractor. It’s your sciatic nerve they tell me. 

Yes, I say, I know. They say to stop sitting at the computer for so long and I 

interrupt them to lament that I am a writer - keeping to myself how little I have 

written lately. They laugh, oh! the echo of them exclaims, terrible news! Someone, I 

forget who, suggests I do some squats. I stare at the wall while pretending to sit 

down and then straighten up. The nerve panics so I stop. That night I wake up with 

my leg zinging, as if it’s growing longer. I play music that is scientifically proven to 

aid in relaxation. The sitar wails as I google whether I will die from this. I won’t. The 

chanting starts up as I begin the decent to sleep while my leg shudders on.  

I am in the open plan office where I work, not as a writer but as an assistant. 

Whenever I stand- which is often given how much I travel to and from the tea room, 

my hip clicks. I google it. My tight muscles are pulling my skeleton out of alignment. 

I alternate between clicking around the office and then pounding on my hip. At 

some point I lean forward to look at the screen a little closer and there’s an almighty 

crack. No one comments even though I am sure it was my skeleton shunting over 

another inch or two. I walk my clicking, sideways body to the bathroom cursing the 

invention of chairs. Unneeded!  As I sit down there is another click from my hip in 

the same pitch as a match being lit, and the woman in the next cubicle pipes up, 

Ella, is that you? 

	


